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1. INTRODUCTION
Periodic solutions of dynamical systems are of great interest both in
applications and theory. In different set-ups and by many different au-
thors, various methods were developed in order to ensure the existence of
periodic solutions, see for instance the work of Arino, Burton, and Had-
w x w x w x w xdock 1 , Burton and Hatvani 3 , Chow 4 , Hale and Mawhin 8 , Hino,
w x w x w xMurakani, and Naito 9 , Makay 10 , and Massera 11 .
w xIt has been shown in 11 that if there is a bounded solution of a periodic
ordinary differential equation and the solutions can be continued for all
w xfuture times then the O.D.E. has a periodic solution. In 4 , a similar result
was extended to functional differential equations with finite delay. Re-
w xcently, in 10 Makay generalized Chow's result to functional differential
equations with infinite delay and to integral equations.
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In this paper we are concerned with convex neutral functional differen-
tial equations of the form
d
x t y G t , x s F t , x , 1 .  .  .  .t tdt
where F and G are T periodic in t. We will investigate the existence of
 .periodic solutions of Eq. 1 , when the delay is finite or infinite. By using
the Massera approach, we will derive sufficient conditions on the parame-
 .ter of Eq. 1 that ensure the existence of periodic solutions. We will
present two different methods, one for the finite delay and the other for
the infinite delay. In the latter, we introduce a new phase space satisfying
w xthe axiomatic framework required in 7, 8 .
The paper will be organized in 4 sections. The second section deals with
the finite delay problem. The third section considers the problem with
infinite delay. The last section is devoted to an example.
2. FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF
NEUTRAL TYPE WITH FINITE DELAY
Consider the following functional differential equation of neutral type,
d¡
x t y G t , x s F t , x , for t G 0, .  .  .t t~ dt 2 .
n¢ w xx s w g C s C yh , 0 , R , .0
w x nwhere C is the space of all continuous functions from yh, 0 into R
endowed with the uniform norm topology. The functions F, G : R = C ª
Rn are continuous and for every t G 0, the function x g C is defined byt
 .  . w xx u s x t q u , for every u g yh, 0 . The initial value problem associ-t
 .ated with Eq. 2 is that given w g C, find a continuous function
w x n  .  .x : yh, A ª R , such that x s w and t ª x t y G t, x is continu-0 t
 . w xously differentiable and satisfies Eq. 2 in 0, A for some A ) 0.
 . nH G : R = C ª R is a continuously locally Lipschitz T-periodic1
function such that for all r ) 0, there exists a real function W defined on
q  . <  .  . <qR with lim W b s 0 and for t, s g R we have G t, x y G s, xbª 0 t s
 < <. w .F W t y s , for all continuous functions x defined on yh, ` with values
n <  . <   .in R and satisfying sup x t F r otherwise, we may call G t, xt gwyh, `. t
w . nequicontinuous in t uniformly for x defined on yh, ` with values in R
<  . < .such that sup x t F r .t gwyh, `.
 . nH F : R = C ª R is a continuous locally lipschitz T-periodic2
function in t.
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 .  .We say that Eq. 2 is convex, if for every x, y solutions of Eq. 2 and
w x  .  .a g 0, 1 , then a x q 1 y a y is also a solution of 2 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Assume that H and H are satisfied and Eq. 2 is1 2
 . w .con¨ex. If there is a bounded solution of 2 defined on the inter¨ al 0, q` ,
 .then Eq. 2 has a T-periodic solution.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that T ) h. Other-
wise, we consider a multiple of T.
w x n.Let S s C yT , 0 , R , and consider the set
< < w xU s c g S : c s F r , for t g yT , 0 a  .  .
x t , 0, c F r , for t G 0 b ,4 .  .
where r is the bound for the existing bounded solution x. To show that U
is non-empty, let x be the bounded solution. Then, since F and G are
w .T-periodics, one can suppose that x is defined on the interval yT , q` .
w x <Now define c to be the restriction of x on yT , 0 , i.e., c s x ,wyT , 0x0 0
which allows us to see that U is non-empty. Next, we can see that U is
 .convex by using the uniqueness property and the fact that Eq. 2 is
convex. For c , c g U, since1 2
x t , 0, ac q 1 y a c s a x t , 0, c q 1 y a x t , 0, c , .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
one has
x t , 0, ac q 1 y a c F a x t , 0, c q 1 y a x t , 0, c F r . .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
w xIn addition, for s g yT , 0 we have
ac s q 1 y a c s F a c s q 1 y a c s F r . .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
That is, U is a convex set. To prove that U is a closed set, consider a
 .sequence c : U, such that c ª c with the supremum norm.n ng / n nª`
 . <  . <Note that c satisfies condition a , and if x t, 0, c ) r, for some t ) 0,
then by the continuous dependence on the initial data, there exists an
<  . <n g / such that x t, 0, c ) r, for n G n . This is a contradiction to the0 n 0
fact that c g U. Thus, U is a closed bounded set.n
 . .  .Now, let P : U ª U be the operator defined by Pc s s x s q T , 0, c ,
w x w xfor s g yT , 0 . Then for every s ,s g yT , 0 and c g U, we have1 2
x s q T , 0, c y x s q T , 0, c .  .1 2
F G s q T , x y G s q T , x .  .1 s qT 2 s qT1 2
s qT2q F s, x ds .H s
s qT1
< < < <F W s y s q k s y s , .1 2 1 2
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 <  . < w x 5 5 4where k s sup F s, w : s g 0, T and w F r . Then, by the Ascoli]`
Arzela theorem, we conclude that P U is a compact set. And the .
operator P is continuous. Hence by the Schauder fixed point theorem, P
 .has a fixed point, that is, Eq. 2 has a T-periodic solution.
3. FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF
NEUTRAL TYPE WITH INFINITE DELAY
In the infinite delay interval, the state x at time t always contains thet
initial data. As a consequence, the introduction of new phase spaces in
particular applications requires a new and separate development of the
 x n.theory. In our case, we consider as a phase space C s C y`, 0 ; R ofg
 x 5 5continuous bounded functions on y`, 0 , endowed with the norm . g
defined by
< <w s .
5 5w s sup ,g g s . xsg y` , 0
 x w .where g : y`, 0 ª 1, q` is a continuous decreasing function such that
 .lim g t s q`.t ªy`
Recently, some attention have been focused on the space C as a phaseg
 w x.space for functional differential equations with infinite delay see 7, 9 . In
w xfact, Arino, Burton, and Haddock in 1 were the first who introduced the
space C and established the existence of periodic solutions of someg
integrodifferential equations using Horn's fixed point theorem. For more
w xdetails on these topics, we refer the reader to Burton's book 2 .
Consider the functional differential equation of neutral type with infi-
nite delay,
d
x t y G t , x s F t , x , for t ) 0 .  .  .t tdt
x s w g C , 3 .0 g
where F, G : R = C ª Rn are continuous T-periodic functions and forg
 .  .every t G 0 the function x g C is defined by x u s x t q u , fort g t
 xu g y`, 0 .
5 5 <  . <Remark. For every w g C , w F sup w u .gg u g y`, 0x
5 5The importance of introducing the norm . is shown in the followingg
proposition.
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 .PROPOSITION 2. Let C s c ; C be a bounded and equicontinu-n ng / g
 .ous sequence. Then, there is a subsequence c of C and c g C suchk ng / gn
5 5that c ª c in . -norm.gn nª`
 .Proof. Applying the Ascoli]Arzela theorem to the sequence c inn ng /
w x 1.  x n.the interval y1, 0 , one can see that there exists a c g C y`, 0 , R
 1.. 1. 1.and a subsequence c , such that c ª c with the supre-n ng / n nª`
w x 2.mum norm in the interval y1, 0 . Similarly, one can find c g C and ag
 2..  1.. 2. 2.subsequence c of c , such that c ª c with then ng / n ng / n nª`
w xsupremum norm in the interval y2, 0 . Following the same procedure, one
 n..can find c g C and a subsequence c s c , such that c sg k n ng / < wyn, 0xn
c n., for n g /, and
6
c s c compactly in y`, 0 . 4  .k nª`n
Moreover, for every K ) 0,
< < < < < <c s q c s c s y c s .  .  .  .k kn n5 5c y c F max sup ; supgk n  5g s g s .  .s-yK yKFsF0
< <c s y c s2 L  .  .k nF max sup ; sup , 5g s g s .  .s-yK yKFsF0
<  . <where L s sup sup c u . Thus, for every « ) 0, if we chooseng / u g y`, 0x k n
 .  x  .K sufficiently large such that 2 Lrg s - « , for s g y`, K , then by 4 ,
 .  .there exists N « g / such that, for each n G N « ,
< <c s y c s .  .k nsup - « .
g s .0GsGyK
 . 5 5Hence, for « ) 0 there exists N « g / such that c y c - « , forgk n
 .n G N « .
Now, we assume that
 . nH G : R = C ª R is a continuous T-periodic function such that3 g
for all r ) 0, there exists a real function W defined on Rq with
 . <  .  . <  < <.qlim W b s 0 and G t, x y G s, x F W t y s , for all continu-bª 0 t s
n <  . <ous functions x which are defined from R into R and satisfy sup x tt g R
  .F r otherwise, we may call G t, x equicontinuous in t uniformly in xt
n <  . <where x is a continuous function from R into R that satisfies sup x tt g R
.F r .
 . nH F : R = C ª R is a continuous T-periodic in t function.4 g
 .  .H Equation 3 has a bounded solution which is defined on R.5
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  . <  . < 4Let L s x : x is a solution of 3 on R such that sup x t F r ,t g R
where r is the bound of the existing bounded solution. Note that by
 .assumption H , L is non-empty.5
For every x g L and t g R, define
q`
2< <T t , x s Q s x t q s ds, .  .  .H
y`
q  .  .where Q : R ª R is an integrable function and let l x s sup T t, x# t g R
 .  .and Ł F, G s inf l x .x g L
 .THEOREM 3. Suppose that Eq. 3 is con¨ex. Then, under assumptions
 .  .  .  .H , H , and H , Eq. 3 has a T-periodic solution.3 4 5
To show Theorem 3 the following two lemmas are needed:
 .  .  .LEMMA 4. Under assumptions H , H , and H , there exists at least3 4 5
 .  .one x g L, such that l x s Ł F, G .
n  n.Proof. For every n g /, there exists a certain x g L satisfying l x
 .  .  .  n.F Ł F, G q 1rn. By assumptions H and H , x is equicontinu-3 4 ng /
ous. Moreover, it is bounded. Hence, by the Ascoli]Arzela theorem, there
B n.  .is an x g C R; R the space of bounded continuous functions and a
 nk .  n. ksubsequence x of x so that x ª x compactly in R.k g / ng / k ª`
k  xThen, for every t g R, x ª x compactly in y`, 0 . Hence, byt k ª` t
k 5 5 w .Proposition 2, x ª x in . -norm. Moreover, for t g 0, ` we havegt k ª` t
tk k k k kx t s x 0 y G 0, x q G t , x q F s, x ds. .  .  .  .  .H0 t s
0
 .  .Hence if we let k go to infinity, then by the continuity of G t, . and F t, .
5 5with respect to the norm . , we conclude thatg
t
x t s x 0 y G 0, x q G t , x q F x , x ds, for t g 0, q` . .  .  .  .  . .H0 t s
0
Therefore x g L. In addition, by the dominated convergence theorem, we
 nk .  .  .  .have T t, x ª T t, x , for every t g R. Thus l x F Ł F, G . And itk ª`
 .  .follows that l x s Ł F, G .
 .  .  .LEMMA 5. Under assumptions H , H , and H , if there is u, ¨ g L,3 4 5
 .  .  .  .such that l u s l ¨ s Ł F, G , then there exists a sequence t ; R,n ng /
such that, for s g R,
lim u t q s y ¨ t q s s 0. .  .n n
nª`
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 .   .  ..  .   .Proof. For t g R, define y t s u t q ¨ t r2 and z t s u t y
 ..¨ t r2. Then y g L and
< < < <T t , u q T t , ¨ .  .
< < < <T t , y q T t , z s . .  .
2
Consequently,
< < < <T t , y F Ł F , G y inf T t , z . .  .  .
tgR
<  . <  .Thus inf T t, z s 0. This implies the existence of a sequence tt g R n ng /
; R, such that
`
2< <lim Q s u t q s y ¨ t q s ds s 0. 5 .  .  .  .H n n
nª` y`
 .  .On the other hand, u t q . y ¨ t q . is equicontinuous and bounded.n n
 .Then, by the Ascoli]Arzela theorem, there is a subsequence t andn k g /kB n.  .  .p g C R, R such that u t q . y ¨ t q . ª p, compactly in R.n n k ª`k k
 .Hence, by the Dominated Convergence theorem and 5 , it follows that
q`
2< <Q s p s ds s 0. .  .H
y`
Finally, using the fact that Q ) 0, we deduce that p ' 0. Consequently,
<  .  . <lim u t q s y ¨ t q s s 0, for s g R.k ª` k k
 .  . Proof of Theorem 3. Let u g L, such that l u s Ł F, G . Then, u .q
.  .  .   ..T is also a solution of 3 and l u s l u .q T . Thus, by Lemma 5, there
 . <  .  . <is a sequence t ; R such that lim u t q t y u t q t q Tn ng / nªq` n n
 .  .s 0, for t g R. Now, by assumptions H and H , it follows that the3 4
  ..sequence u .q t is equicontinuous. Moreover, it is bounded. Then,n ng /
by the Ascoli]Arzela theorem, there exists a continuous function q g
B n.  .C R, R and a subsequence t such thatn nG 0
lim u .q t s q . compactly in R. 6 .  .  .n
nªq`
In particular, for t g R, we have
q t q T s lim u t q T q t .  .n
nªq`
s lim u t q t .n
nªq`
s q t . 7 .  .
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Thus q is T-periodic. To see this, let t s k T q s , where k g / andn n n n
w .  .s g 0, T . Then there exists s g R and a subsequence s such thatn n ng /
lim s s s . Moreover, for every t g Rq, we havenªq` n
u t q t y s y q t y s F u t q t y s y q t y s .  .  .  .n n n n n
q q t y s y q t y s .  .n
F sup u t q s y q s .  .n
w xsg tyT , t
q q t y s y q t y s . .  .n
 .  .So, by 6 and the continuity of q, it follows that lim u .q k T snªq` n
 .q .y s , compactly in R. Consequently, for each t G 0 and by Proposition
5 52 we have lim u s q in . -norm. Moreover,gnªq` tqk T tysn
t
u t q k T s u k T y G 0, u q G t , u q F s, u ds. .  .  . .  . Hn n k T tqk T sqk Tn n n
0
 .  .Hence, if we let n go to infinity, then by the continuity of G t, . and F t, .
5 5with respect to the norm . , we conclude thatg
t
q t y s s q ys y G 0, q q G t , q q F s, q ds. 8 .  .  .  .  .  .Hys tys sys
0
 .  .  .Therefore, by 7 and 8 , it follows that q .y s is a T-periodic solution of
 .3 .
Remark. The method used in the infinite delay case to obtain T-peri-
odic solutions can be extended successfully to problems with finite delay,
without conditions on the delay. One can obtain the following result:
 .  .  .THEOREM 6. Assume that H and H are satisfied and Eq. 2 is1 2
 .con¨ex. If there is a bounded solution of 2 defined on an inter¨ al of the form
w .  .a, q` , then Eq. 2 has a T-periodic solution.
4. EXAMPLE
 . 2 4Let D s t, s g R : s F t and consider the scalar equation
Nd¡ t
x t y k t , s x s ds sb t x t q a t x tyh t qf t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H i idt y` is1~
for t G 0¢ xx s w g C y`, 0 ; R . .0
9 .
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We assume that
 .H The function k : D ª R and its first derivative with respect to t6
are continuous and T-periodic, such that
­ k t , s .t t
< <k t , s ds - q`, ds - q`, and .H H
­ ty` y`
< <k t , s F M . .
  .  . .By periodicity, we mean k t q T , s q T s k t, s .
 .  .N  .nH h , a , b, and f are continuous and T-periodic func-7 i is1 i is1
tions and h , for i s 1, . . . , N.i
 .  x .For every t, w g R = C y`, 0 , R , define
0
G t , w s k t , t q s w s ds, .  .  .H
y`
then we have the following assertions.
 .  .PROPOSITION 7. Assume that H and H are satisfied. then for all6 7
q q  .qr ) 0 there exists a real function W : R ª R , with lim W b s 0 suchbª 0
<  . <that for e¨ery continuous function x : R ª R satisfying sup x t F r, onet g R
has
< <G t , x y G t , x F W t y t , for each t , t g R. . .  .1 t 2 t 1 2 1 21 2
 . t  .  .Proof. Let G t, x s H k t, s x s ds and x : R ª R be a continuoust y`
<  . <function such that sup x t F r. Then for every t , t g R with t - t ,t g R 1 2 1 2
we have
t1G t , x y G t , x F r k t , s y k t , s ds .  . .  . H1 t 2 t 1 21 2 y`
t2qr k t , s ds. 10 .  .H 2
t1
 .Now, it remains to show that the second term of 10 tends to zero
< <  . t2 <  . <uniformly as t y t ª 0. But, by assumption H we have H k t , s ds1 2 6 t 21
< < t <  . <F M t y t . Moreover, H k t, s ds is continuous and periodic, and it1 2 y`
follows that for every « ) 0, there exists P ) 0, independent of t, such
that
«tyP
< <k t , s ds - , for t g R. 11 .  .H 4y`
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In addition, since k is continuous, there exists d ) 0, such that
«
k t , s y k t , s - , 12 .  .  .1 2 2 P
< < w x  .  .for t y t - d and s g t y P, t . Consequently by 11 and 12 , we1 2 1 1
get
t t1 1k t , s y k t , s ds F k t , s y k t , s ds .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 2
y` t yP1
t yP1q k t , s y k t , s ds F « , .  .H 1 2
y`
< <for t y t - d .1 2
 .  .PROPOSITION 8. Under assumptions H and H . There exists a contin-6 7
 . w . <  . < 5 5uous decreasing function g : y`, 0 ª 1, q` , such that G t, w F c w g
 x .  .for each w g C y`, 0 , R , where c is a constant independent of t, w .
 .  .  xProof. Define g by g s s 1rMg s , for s g y`, 0 , where g :
 x  xy`, 0 ª 0, 1rM is a continuous non-decreasing function, such that
 . 0   .. xlim g s s 0 and H 1rg s ds - q`. Thus, for every w g C ysªy` y`
x .`, 0 , R ,
0
< < < < < <G t , w F k t , t q s w s ds .  .  .H
y`
< <k t , t q s 1 .0
5 5F ds wH g /M g s .y`
10
5 5F ds w .H g /g s .y`
0   .. <  . <Consequently, if we let c s H 1rg s ds, it follows that G t, w Fy`
5 5c w .g
 .  .Finally, since the assumptions H and H are satisfied by Proposi-3 4
tions 7 and 8, all that remains to be shown is the existence of a bounded
 .solution of 9 , in order to apply Theorem 3.
 .  .PROPOSITION 9. Under assumptions H and H , suppose that there6 7
exists a ) 0 such that, for t g R,
N ­ k t , s .t
< < < <k t , t q b t y a t y ds q f t ) a . 13 .  .  .  .  . Hi ­ ty`is1
 .Then, there exists a T-periodic solution of 9 .
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Proof. Consider the equation
d ­ k t , s .t
x t s k t , t q b t x t q ds .  .  .  . . Hdt ­ ty`
N
q a t x t y h t q f t .  .  . . i i
is1
x s w g C , 14 .0 g
 .  .where g is given by Proposition 8. If x ., s , w is a solution of 14 then
 .  . w xx ., s , w is a solution of 4 . In 7, p. 401; 9 it was established that for
 .  .every w g C , Eq. 14 has a solution x ., s , w defined on R. Let w g Cg g
<  . <  .  .such that sup w 0 s w 0 and w 0 ) K, where K s 1 q Brau g y`, 0x
<  . < qand B s sup f t . Then, for each s g R we havet g R
N
Xx s , s , w s k s , s q b s w 0 q a s w yh s .  .  .  .  .  . .  . i i
is1
s ­ k s , s .
q w s y s ds q f s .  .H
­ ty`
N
< <G k s , s q b s y a s .  .  . i
is1
s ­ k s , s .
y ds w 0 .H /­ ty`
yf s ) Ka y B s a . 15 .  .
5 5 <  . <  .Similarly, for every w g C such that w s w 0 and w 0 - yK, it`g
follows that for each s g R one can find
xX s , s , w - ya . 16 .  .
Consider the set
xS s w g C y`, 0 , R : u is a constant function . 4 .
Denote by
Sqs w g S : There is t ) 0 such that x t , 0, w ) K  .
w xand x s, 0, w ) yK for s g 0, t ,4 .
and
Sys w g S : There is t ) 0 such that x t , 0, w - yK  .
w xand x s, 0, w - K , for s g 0, t .4 .
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By the continuous dependence of the solution on the initial condition one
can show that Sq and Sy are open sets in S. Moreover by the estimates in
 .  .  4 q  415 and 16 , one has that w g S : w ) K ; S and w g S : w - yK ;
Sy. This implies that Sqj Sy does not cover all of S and therefore there
exists a nontrivial w g S, such that
< <x t , 0, w - K , for t g R. .
Finally, by Theorem 3 we deduce the existence of a T-periodic solution of
 .9 .
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